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2012 DISContinuum Disc Golf Club Invitational
Only 2012 DISContinuum Disc Golf Club Members Are Invited
This event is a thank you to all members that support DISContinuum DGC.
The date will be determined very late.There will probably be a 2-3 day notice. Here is what I posted on another thread.
Early this spring I want to find a nice day for a club invite. I don't care what day of the week it's on. I want to take
advantage of a good weather day early in the year. It's seems like there is always several really awesome days in March
but it's just a crapshoot when they are.
For example. Say it's Monday March 12th and the forecast is calling for 65 on Friday March 16th. If it's looking like no
rain on Wednesday March 14th I want to pull the trigger. With the message boards, facebook, and e-mail it's easy to
spread the word. I think this could work. I know it's last minute and it won't work for some but I do think this could be a
successful tactic.

PDGA C-Tier
Date & Location TBD
Entry Fee is FREE unless you are not a current PDGA Member or playing Open
$10.00 fee for all non-PDGA Members.
Open entry fee is $10.00
$5.00 Ace Pool--50/50
There will be only 2 divisions offered. Advanced & Open. We are playing for fun, PDGA points/rating, and bragging
rights.
Amateurs are not playing for prizes.
Open entry fee is $10.00 and 100% of the entry will be paid out.
Check in by 9:00AM
Player meeting at 9:10AM
Tee off at 9:30AM

Contact-> Brett Comincioli
(847) 858-4368
president@discontinuum.org
www.discontinuum.org

http://discontinuum.org
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